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   PATIENCE AND HOW TO SET UP OF FACES out:  

   Remain as receptive as respectfull.  

   Obviously those whose defining principle is his lifestyle, shields 

against identity problems (although the most important think is 

head and not the dress).  

   I'm not exclusive and do not want to ask me about it.  

   One of my “columns” is neither impress nor ashamed of what I 

want to do; classic as it gets too tough I like Damocles' sword.  

   Actually, and not so puzzled, is people who do not want to be 
achieved (and a greater degree flatters) ...  because they are 

suspicious and believe in the vested interests that entails some 

dangerous realities (everything has a price).  

 

    AT THE MERCY OF THE STORM: 

    When analyzing the past and remember when we were at a 
distant position to present (and we are used to open a space that 

can be defined as a mental state).  

   "The photo and its negative": the same happens outside the 

laboratory (terrestrial sphere or universe); for example, in a black 
hole, it seems, between what is inside her and what is outside its 

just completed the 2 ends of the information of the particle; 

entanglement occurs.  

 My opinion on income due to accidents or illnesses that can 
happen is when you least expect it, and that should prevent rather 

than cure.  If despite a certain one’s age you haven’t been 

hospitalized, is likely to happen to you.  If I, who suffer from 
schizophrenia, would still suffer  another parallel disease, it 

would make me collapse. 
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   It is true that major characters also make mistakes or are sick.  

   When a person for years or are in a position for himself, is 

likely to take too much confidence, and by extension fits to 

laziness; must make the effort to get up and leave the “chair”.  

   Read between the lines and at least consider that I am also 

present.  It is true that I can influence the “culturation” around 

me?.  

   Completing a difficult time (for example when you're in a place 

or with companies that do not like) can perpetuate itself.  

   There is always the option to ask!.  

   Now maybe my turn, forget about me.  

   "Sum and continue" like a clock.  Furthermore, when I make the 

mistake of believing that I send a telepathic message, everything 

falls above me.  

   Obsession with something equivalent to failure.  Severity and is 

synonymous with consistency and respect (¿"tesón"?).  

 Load-making power all alone ≡ suicide.  

 Who covers only basic needs do nothing more than act as a 

"grain of pus".  

 If the pause causes pain to others…please inform (or notice it) to 

me!!. 
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   VARIATIONS OF THE “IDEALITY” OR 

"NORMALITY":  

   Energy needless to end the day tired.     

   Dose is difficult.  

   Must play a role in this life?  (Act psychologist, teacher of 

providing solutions ...)  

   Learn and retain the most important not happen because it is an 

attitude very "poor".  

   Able to avoid falling in the middle of the storm... I will explain 

where I can.  

   The end of the year is a party where almost everything is 

allowed.  

   How is it that the eye drops are never shared?.  And if we retain 

them?.  

   A panoramic view and the view which looks upwards ...  

clarifies the mind.  

   Great teacher who provides guidelines and resources to solve 

problems by yourself.  Education is strict by definition.  

   We must also have experienced life in common or shared to 

minimize certain problems of coexistence; if not, sporadic cases 

of abuse arise in partnership ... with fatal outcomes ...  

   Obviously $ needed, but is useful for distributing them to their 

own needs or interests and magnify their value since the money 

used to live and not live for money.  
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   THE LAST CARTRIDGE HURRY: 

   Need patience to put love and emotional support over any 

dispute or conflict of interests or differences ...  

   More independent life than mine is hard to find.  

   In part now it seems that I have to purge the sins I've done for a 
period of time now (right now I can see it as useless because I 

tend to overcome every tendency to "mea culpa").  

   By any chance first come they and then me?  or vice versa?.  

   Subjugate ≡ run down ≠ cover the basic needs and thus gain the 
peace are attitudes that we bring in the most primitive humans 

and although it seems that the evolution (that we qualify as a 1 st 

world), covertly, belongs to us, it is a lie ("this kind of existence is 

still alive").  

   We must move with considerable speed (or in other words to 

summarize not be "stacked" or excluded from play).  

   Nobody likes the simplicity or even a necessary catharsis or 

recycle what you're used to do.  

   The problem is inmobilisme and the atrophy of skills.  

   Not only do I write to complain of something: to speak 
constructively is an integer for which sum in detriment of the 

poverty of resources.  

   Often I lose control and evolve with a more advanced pattern of 

conduct and reform that leaves me no room for error.  Since I am 
human I am wrong (and I give thanks because this is a sign that I 

am alive).  
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   Follow the thread every day is extremely hard.  Now I'm stating 

I walk alone in the world, despite having a group which 
strengthen me, everyone has their private life that does not 

explain to any strange  that wanders around here.  

   Sometimes it is better to distinguish dream from reality, but the 
dream is something magical which recharge batteries and we look 

like a passive spectator of the activity that occurs on the other side 

of the world.  

   Finding walls and overcome them is commendable, but you 

have to be in place that also has its funny  

 25/01/10.  

   It is true that I have pain, but not easily solved: 

   Even God has to meet certain standards, or swallow them with 

the eye fixed and open mind.  Balls to leave home and submit to 

the laws that rule; to become great you were domesticating and 

soothing.  

 


